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Abstract
In Jules Verne’s story of a sublime undersea journey the submarine Nautilus features as a
masterpiece of scientific precision and engineering accuracy. On its mission to enlighten the
depths of the unknown and gain control of the underwater empire the Nautilus covers regions
as fantastic as the lost continent of Atlantis, illustrating how modern perceptions of the world
did not dispose of popular phantasms but entangled the improbable and the incredible into
new accounts. 20,000 leagues under the sea, science and fiction coexist in a space that is
factual and imaginative at the same time.
To comprehend the compelling force of narratives of space and spatial conquest the paper
suggests employing a concept of myth. The traditional notion of myth is one of stories
repeated in ever-new versions to converge cultural self-images and collective memories. By
connecting narrative recursivity and variability to ambiguity the paper will explore how
narrative constructions derive power and truth from their potential to reconcile controversial
positions. Myths of air and sea conquest, so runs the argument, work on the thin line between
obscurity and enlightenment, virility and vulnerability, confidence and terror.
The examination of narrative strategies will center on the recurring constituents of spatial
conquest: the vehicle, its environment, and its crew. The submarines, warships, airships, and
planes at the core of stories of expedition and mission figure as potent self-sustained and
human-technologically controlled units of spatial advance. At the same time these vehicles
are conceived as displaced, isolated, and fragile entities immersed in threatening or hostile
environments. Braving the elements of air and sea requires the elite formation: the
outstanding pilot or the basic squad. Captains and crews represent the choice of the few, bold
and fierce, heroic and tragic, destined and doomed. Studying how the motifs of self-reliance,
dislocation, and selection figure at the heart of stories of spatial conquest will shed light on
their ongoing fascination.

Obscurity and Enlightenment: Air and Sea
If there are residues of the strange and mysterious in the modern world we can expect to find
them in the vast spaces of the air and the sea. Jules Verne’s story of the sublime undersea
journey of the Nautilus, published in 1870, presents a perfect example of the ambivalence of
the known and the alien ocean. 1 A masterpiece of scientific and engineering accuracy, the
submarine Nautilus navigates the world employing the latest gear of registering instruments
and control devices. Throughout the voyage, physical, geographical, and nautical details are
specified with scientific exactitude and numerical precision.2 To plot the journey of the
Nautilus Verne embarked on one of the ships laying out the telegraph cables on the Atlantic
sea bottom, and he educated himself with the first comprehensive book on physical
oceanography, U.S. Navy Lieutenant Matthew Fontaine Maury’s The Physical Geography of
the Sea of 1855.3 Yet, on its “extraordinary voyage” to enlighten the depths of the unknown
and gain control of the underwater empire the Nautilus passed through regions as fantastic as
the lost continent of Atlantis and confronted mythical creatures like giant squids, illustrating
how modern perceptions of the world did not dispose of popular phantasms but entangled the
improbable and the incredible into new accounts. Twenty thousand leagues under the sea,
science and fiction coexist in a space that is factual and imaginative at the same time.
This paper suggests employing a concept of myth to understand the ongoing fascination with
space and spatial conquest. Myth does not simply mean fiction; rather, myth stands for
narratives collected and shared to substantiate and sustain a culture’s self-understanding.
Traditionally, a “mythology” refers to a collection of stories preserved and repeated in evernew versions, focussing cultural self-images and collective memories. I propose to address
not only the traditional narrative recursivity and variability of myth but also to concentrate on
a myth’s ambivalences in order to analyze how narratives about air and sea conquest drew
power from their potential to reconcile controversial positions. Ships’ voyages, be it
spaceship, airship, or submarine, thrive on the “remarkable combination of security and
vulnerability.”4 Myths of air and sea conquest work on the thin line between obscurity and
enlightenment, virility and vulnerability, confidence and terror.
In the following, I mean to briefly outline some of the meanings of the ship in Western
culture, denoting fragility and transience as well as exploration and expansion. Control is a
reappearing issue concerning the power over space and the command over the vessel. Captain
Nemo points out to his passenger Aronnax, “I have complete confidence in the Nautilus,
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since I am her captain, her builder, and her engineer!”5 Ships are conceived of as selfsustained and human-technologically controlled vehicles of spatial expansion immersed in
hostile environments. Themes of enclosure, dislocation, exposure, and selectivity are at the
heart of narratives of spatial conquest. Braving the elements of air and sea requires the elite
formation, the outstanding pilot or the basic squad. The ships’ crews represent the choice of
the valiant few, heroic or tragic, destined or doomed.

Enclosure: The Ship in Western Culture
From the early modern voyages of discovery to the Apollo missions ships have served as a
reservoir of collective memory and imagination. Symbolizing spatial expansion and
exploration of the unknown as well as fragility, transition, and transience, the image of the
ship has been at the heart of Western culture’s most powerful narratives. Michel Foucault
considered the ship to be the “heterotopia par excellence.” Heterotopia was his term for an
exceptional site that exists within the world and, at the same time, lies far remote from or
beyond it. Heterotopias, according to Foucault, are in relation with all other places and
spaces, and yet in opposition to them. The ship he described as a “floating piece of space, a
place without a place, that exists by itself, that is closed in on itself and at the same time is
given over to the infinity of the sea.”6
Roland Barthes portrayed the ship as a symbol of seclusion and refuge from life’s raging
storms.7 In a very confined space the ship keeps at the traveler’s disposal the utmost number
of valued objects; the ship forms a singular universe floating amid the violent tempests of
time. Referring to Verne’s novels, in which ships like the Nautilus replicate the world on a
small scale, Barthes depicted the ship as the vehicle of the encyclopedic project of the
nineteenth century, collecting, archiving, and interpreting facts to encompass and conserve en
miniature all elements of a finite but rapidly proliferating world.8
Appropriating and preserving the world by compiling, registering, and neatly arranging the
elements within it recalls the primal ship representing the inventory of the world, the biblical
ark. This vessel from the Old Testament (Genesis 1: 6-9), furnished with specimens of life on
earth, differs in a significant way from Verne’s crammed but comfortable floating interiors:
Noah’s ark is the paradigmatic heterotopia, a storm-tossed place of survival and salvation in
the face of catastrophe. Peter Sloterdijk has analyzed the ark as the perfect example of the
“ontology of enclosed space.”9 Ark, from the Latin arca, is the word for “case” or
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“compartment.” To Sloterdijk, the ship denotes an artificial interior space, a “swimming
endosphere,” that under certain conditions provides the only possible environment for its
inhabitants.10

Dislocation and Exposure
Seafaring has been glorified in countless descriptions of remoteness, isolation, and immersion
in environments powerful, awesome, and sublime. Just as often, surroundings were described
as jagged, bleak, malicious, and desolate. Faraway worlds have been connected with the
violation of domestic conventions. At the edges of the known world sites emerged that
permitted retreat, irregularity, and aberration. In the maritime literature of the nineteenth
century, descriptions of a homey idyll onboard amid a threatening environment are quite
common. Lillian Nayder followed these motifs in Joseph Conrad’s novel fiction that stresses
male camaraderie and fraternalism onboard, and a spiritual order that seems to exclude social
inequalities and claims to private property.11 In Conrad’s seafaring fiction the ship becomes
the real and the imagined space in which social tensions experienced on land could be
suppressed and ignored, contributing to the sentimental idealizations of a life of order and
solidarity at sea.12
Gender is one among the categories to constitute stable social boundaries in the history of
seafaring. Across the centuries navigation has been an exclusively male domain. Both
historiography and fictional literature tell of the adventures of tough men on rough seas and
their fight against the untamed “virgin world.” As the ship formed a contained and
endangered space, the community on board formed a fragile union, a special maritime culture
that Helen Rozwadowski termed a “small world.”13 Equality among men was cultivated
while a rigid and hierarchical order of spaces, ranks, and conduct prevailed. Through gender
relations, life on board was romanticized, and discipline, supervision, and subordination were
legitimized and enforced.14 Margaret Creighton argued that the strict separation of the sexes
in turn facilitated certain gendered structures among the crew. The ship needs to be
understood as a heterosocial space that did not support one singular masculine self-image or
one particular social style; sailors became “men” in more than one way. It was the absence of
women on board, Creighton suggests, that turned gender into a relevant category.15
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Selectivity
The presence of women on board only underlined the need for extraordinary character when
cruel environments turned their powers against fragile humans with contempt and
inexorability. In Adalbert Stifter’s story The Condor, published in 1840, a young woman is
determined to prove herself by taking part in a balloon ascent with two experienced male
scientist-aeronauts. The two practiced men conceive of the balloon as an instrument for
meteorological observations in great heights, a vehicle of scientific progress. Aviation to
them appears profane. The woman views the balloon as a vehicle of autonomy and liberty.
Her flight is a means to declare herself free from arbitrary limits, a way “to break the bands
of oppression.” To her profound embarrassment, however, the altitude makes her dizzy. She
nearly faints from a glance “down perpendicularly through the aerial abyss.” The flight is
aborted amid angry remarks from the men: “I told you, Richard, that woman cannot endure
the sky.”16
The masculine nature of air conquest becomes manifest in the aeronauts’ practice of
concentrated scientific observation, in their engagement with their instruments, and in their
“monotonous murmur […] as one dictated and the other wrote.”17 The freedom of the skies,
noble and majestic, is reserved to the men proving immune to the impressions and
temptations of elevation. From the scientific mission the woman is excluded as well. The sky
that the men confront with their instruments appears to her cold and pitch-black. To Stifter,
the feminine serves as a means to point to a vast and perhaps monstrous void behind the
disciplined secular sky – an outlook on the hubris of scientific and technical advance on
nature in the second half of the nineteenth century.

Myth: Not Made Up but Made
Narratives of autarkic vehicles, hostile environments, and selected crews are not fictitious
stories, and they do not stand in opposition to reality. Mythical narratives are not simply
“made up” but “made,” to borrow from Donna Haraway’s thoughts on the ambivalence of
fiction, construction, and reality.18 Hans Blumenberg has stressed the longevity and
variability of myth as a consistent narrative.19 According to Blumenberg, the power of
mythical narrative lies in its combination of traditional elements and time-specific variations
of a story. In ever-changing versions, a myth’s core elements are combined and intertwined
with specific situations. In myths of air and sea conquest the much older motif of the ship as
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the “greatest reserve of the imagination”20 was expanded to the modern image of human
scientific and technological supremacy exploring the earth’s vast spatial resources.
Furthermore, a myth’s power lies in its capability to reconcile controversial arguments:
science and fiction, enlightenment and imagination. Air and sea seem to offer a resort for
either standpoint. Pursuing the semiological foundations of myth construction Roland Barthes
stated that “Myth hides nothing and flaunts nothing: it distorts; myth is neither a lie nor a
confession: it is an inflexion. Placed before the dilemma […], myth finds a third way out.”21
Barthes discusses the “third way out” as naturalization: driven either to unveil or to liquidate
the concept it presents, myth will “naturalize” it.22 I would like to gauge the discursive
practices of naturalization by studying how the process of scientific spatialization itself, that
is, the transformation of mysterious and opaque into transparent, three-dimensional spaces,
involved “recursive layers of stories and metaphors.”23 Examples from the sciences of
oceanography and aerology in the nineteenth century show how spatial exploration did not
leave popular phantasms behind but entangled the unknown, the fantastic, the ambiguous,
and the obscure into new accounts.

Transforming Spaces
Ships themselves have been described as “instruments”: as technologies of remote
investigation they figured prominently in the archival construction of national territorial
power.24 Following a thought by Bruno Latour, Richard Sorrensen envisioned the ship as part
of a larger instrumental entity operating out of a metropolitan capital and reaching across the
globe.25 Rozwadowski put forth a similar argument concerning technology’s mediating role
in shaping the image of the mid-nineteenth-century deep-sea floor. Exploring deep-sea
research in the context of the Atlantic telegraph cable projects in the 1850s and 1860s she
argues that the “ocean-scape” took shape only within a complex interaction of instruments,
methods, interpretations, and motivations for depth measurement.26 Leaving tracks, marks,
and inscriptions on maps, the ship itself became a device of spatial perception, linking, in the
words of Thomas Richards, “the control of territory with a hermeneutics of information.”27
In 1858 Lieutenant Maury, the founding father of oceanography, asserted that until the
middle of the nineteenth century “the bottom of what sailors call ‘blue water’ was as
unknown to us as is the interior of any of the planets of our system.”28 Deep-sea research
could not rely on direct observations. Depth-sounding meant lowering a piece of heavy
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sounding lead fastened to strong twine into the sea to penetrate the pitch-black body of the
oceans of which only the surface and the continental margins had been known.29
Single data points gained in the slow process of depth sounding were arranged into
bathymetrical charts in the tradition of the isoline technique that Alexander von Humboldt
had developed by the turn to the nineteenth century to represent meteorological phenomena
synoptically in a graphical form. By means of scaling and shading the data assemblages met
the eye as coherent pictures. What became familiar as authentic “sections” or “profiles” of
the ocean floor, strictly speaking reproduced mathematical relations or functions, relating
measured numbers to the distance between two geographical locations.30 Following Latour,
the technique of collecting and arranging measurements in charts served as “a new way of
accumulating time and space” in transportable and stable forms.31 The new views of the
oceans did not exist independently from scientific definitions, technologies, and instruments.
Still they suggested a mimetic relationship between data and nature. Reconciling fabrication
and reality of ocean space myth presents a naturalized texture consisting of instrumental
measurements and their graphic representations.

Modern Travel Narratives
The prose of the surprising wealth and diversity of the ocean-scapes of isolines and contours
proved no less poetical than fictional descriptions of abysmal and obscure seas. The modern
travel narratives came not only in the form of journals, drawings and tales, but they were also
written in the formalized and standardized languages of biology, physics, and geography:
they were structured by graphs and maps, inscribed by precision instruments, and counted
and labeled in units of numbers and specimens, representations that enabled synoptic views
of both sea and air.32
In analogy to Humboldt’s program of a “terrestrial physics,” according to which the order of
nature would emerge from a vast number of observations across the surface of the earth,
aeronauts around 1900 cultivated a “physics of the atmosphere” aiming at temporally and
spatially comprehensive aerial surveys and the application of physical theory to atmospheric
processes.33 As Stifter had described it in his novella, complying with the requirements of
objective observation required the trained and tireless scientist, and also the patient and
precise strategist, the skilled and swift athlete, and the rigorous and righteous soldier,
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showing no trace of emotion of any kind to the experience of altitude, and armed to resist the
temptation of merely contemplating the sublime wonders of the skies.

Conclusion: Reconciling Contradictions
This representation of scientific practice, of the voluntarily enlisting for exile in the name of
science, stands also in the tradition of Humboldt’s research expeditions and the associated
narratives about self-restraint rewarded by the mastery of the space under inspection. The
accounts of spatial conquest may have changed, but their crucial elements of selectivity,
enclosure, dislocation, exposure, and enlightenment persist. Heroically conquering distance,
penetrating dangerous wilderness, dispassionately distancing themselves from their
surroundings with their instruments, bringing home scars as inscriptions on their bodies, and
trophies in the form of data collections, scientists-aeronauts created a new foundation to
synthesize discrete observations into a new overview. The sciences of the earth did not
replace but they reclaimed former romantic views on nature. At the turn of the twentieth
century the vast spaces of air and sea were no longer sealed volumes opaque to direct human
observation. They had become transparent by refined measurement techniques and precise
and consistent data. In at least one way, however, these spaces remained impenetrable, as
they were reserved to expert knowledge.
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